webeyefog & AJAX

Prevent theft from vans and mobile environments

Security fog system from Webeye

- webeyefog has a smoke cartridge that covers 150m³
- Easily connected
- Low maintenance, low energy, low cost
- Non-toxic and leaves no residue
- Trigger upon intrusion

Compact, economical, powerful.

When an alarm goes off, thieves know they have some time before anybody intervenes. webeyefog makes it impossible for them to use that time.

webeyefog is a highly efficient fogging system that releases a dense and bitter smoke which impairs vision inside the protected environment. It is a truly effective way to prevent theft because it is physically impossible to linger in the protected area.

What you’ll need

AJAX alarm panel using 12v PSU into vehicle battery
AJAX relay
AJAX MotionDetect
OR
AJAX MotionCam

webeyefog unit with Smoke cannister

Contact us
+44 (0)115 714 9990
+1 863 336 6527
email sales@webeyecms.com

www.webeyecms.com
webeyefog BATTERY POWERED with wireless devices and AJAX panel powered by vehicle battery

Activation via door contact, Motion Protect PIR/ MotionCam and vehicle alarm/locking

• Battery powered (no mains required)
• Protect vehicles from intrusion

BATTERY POWERED

• Self-powered standalone
• Very low energy consumption
• Non-toxic incense-based smoke
• No dust or residuals left

Get notification of an intrusion on the AJAX app